Alabama Capital — Bio
Two brothers. One sound.
Hailing from America’s heartland, Cincinnati-born twins Caleb and Nathan
Montgomery effortlessly combine electrifying vocals with soulful guitar riffs and
relatable lyrics that speak to their generation — a refreshingly timeless three-part
blend that forms the groundwork for singer-songwriter duo Alabama Capital.
With a natural melodic harmony reminiscent of the Everly Brothers, these 18year-old siblings have the power to resonate instrumental R&B-infused pop with
an audience comprised of college students and their teenage sisters. Citing
influences that range from the Jonas Brothers to John Mayer, AC has mastered
both original, up-tempo tracks and emotion-driven ballads, both which drip with a
raw sincerity that would make any modern-day boyband green with envy. After
garnering a strong following on YouTube, the brothers saw their “AC family” grow
blazingly fast, and in the fall of 2011, Grammy-nominated producer Shawn
Campbell stumbled across their YouTube channel. “I was floored,” says
Campbell, a driving force in discovering pop star Cody Simpson. “Caleb and
Nathan are in a class of their own. They are true artists and don’t need a lot of
bells and whistles to create a great experience for music fans.”
Having grown up in a hardworking, musically inclined family, Caleb and Nathan
began honing their skills at six years old, with a more conservative Caleb (older
by a minute) drawn to the rhythm guitar, bass and piano, and the extremely
extroverted Nathan attracted to the lead licks and solos of the electric guitar. A
homeschooled education allowed the boys time to devote themselves to their
talent, juggling constant requests to play at family get-togethers, church
gatherings and local music festivals, interspersed with songwriting sessions in
their bunk bed. “Being brothers provides such a sense of unity,” Nathan admits.
“If one of us gets a song idea and we’re both home, we can get right to it at the
height of our creativity.”
Having recently been listed in Billboard’s Next Big Sound chart, Alabama Capital
is fixing to make the American Dream a reality while maintaining their musical
integrity. The duo makes their ever-increasing fanbase the top priority by
participating in weekly live chats (aka “family meetings”) and engaging in their
astonishingly fast-growing following on Twitter. “Anything is possible if you work
hard enough,” Caleb confesses. “Any time a fan comes up to us and says our
music has impacted their lives on a deeper level… well, it makes it all worth it.”

